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Exploring functions

Analyzing functions

Limits

You can take the limit of a function as x gets large (x→∞) or small (x→ 0,
or x→ −∞ for a function that makes sense for negative x values). The basic
principle is to throw out lower-order terms. As x grows, it will eventually
grow much larger than the largest constant term in the equation. Terms with
larger powers of x will dwarf smaller powers, and exponentials will dwarf any
power. If x is very small then you apply the same logic in reverse; constants
are bigger than (positive) powers of x, and negative powers (x−1 = 1/x,
x−2 = 1/x2, etc.) are bigger than any constants. (Negative exponentials
go to 1 as x approaches zero, and 0 as x approaches ∞.) Exponentials are
stronger than powers: x−nex eventually gets big and xne−x eventually gets
small as x increases, no matter how big n is.

(Examples: Michaelis-Menten ax/(b+ x), Ricker axe−bx, negative bino-
mial variance µ(1 + µ/k))

Reparameterizing

Examples:

� Quadratic: a + bx + cx2 (easy to determine behavior near x = 0) vs.
d+ e(x− f)2 (easy to determine center, steepness, value at min/max)
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� Michaelis-Menten: two parameters. More than two characteristics of
the curve: asymptote, half-maximum, initial slope. Choose 2 out of
3 — each can then be determined by a parameter, or by the recipro-
cal of a parameter. ax/(b + x) may be the simplest mathematically
(asymptote=a, half-maximum=b, initial slope = a/b) but ax/(1+ahx)
(asymptote = 1/h, initial slope=a, half-maximum = 1/ah) makes
sense in the functional response case

Shifting and scaling.

f((x)) ==
a((x −− c))

((b ++ ((x −− c)))) ++ d

d

d ++
a
2

d ++ a

c c ++ b

Useful for interpretation, also for model-fitting (separate highly corre-
lated parameters).

Think about units: with x/a, a has same units as x: with bx, b has
inverse units. e.g. mortality curves N(0)e−µt (mortality rate) vs. N(0)e−µ/A

(characteristic age).

Finding critical points

Not important as limits: many biological functions are not unimodal/“humped”,
but increase or decrease monotonically to an asymptote. Useful sometimes,
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but requires you to remember basic calculus (especially the chain rule).
R can find derivatives (e.g. D(expression(x^2),"x")), but it can’t

simplify them and is often not worth the trouble (except as a cross-check).

> (deriv2 <- D(expression(x^2), "x"))

2 * x

> eval(deriv2, list(x = 3))

[1] 6

Ricker example: find critical points of axe−bx . . .

Bestiary

Polynomials

Of the general form a0 + a1x+ a2x
2 . . .+ anx

n.
Flexible and simple but often not ecologically sensible (always go to ±∞

as x→∞).

Rational functions

Functions that are ratios of polynomials: most commonly 1/x, 1/(a + bx),
x/(a+ bx), etc..

e.g. hyperbolic, Michaelis-Menten (Holling type II, Monod, Beverton-
Holt), Hill (Holling type III)

Often ecologically sensible. Derivatives can be ugly. Approach asymp-
totes slowly.

Exponential functions

Exponential growth, decay (solution of dN/dt = rN). Exponential waiting
times, survival times assuming constant mortality.

Monomolecular, catalytic curve, Skellam curve
Power law
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Variants/combinations of exponential functions

The Ricker function, axe−bx.
The logistic function, 1/(1 + exp−(a+ bx))
R:
curve(), lines(), points()
emdbook package: curve3d()
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